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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
A method and apparatus for making ?lter means of a 
type which is constructed to provide elongated, high 
surface area, cavities de?ned on opposite sides of a 
relatively thin wall formed of ?ltering material with 
only the ends of the ?lter means contacting an over~ 
wrapped outertube thereby presenting maximum 
available surface area of the material from which the 
products are formed to the smoke for filtration is dis 
closed. A tow of a suitable ?ltering material is passed 
through anair nozzle containing a mandrel centered 
therein, the tow thereby achieving a uniformly ran 
dom, but tubular, con?guration and then through a 
steam curing station followed by an air curing station. 
The formed rod is then again steam cured and passes 
to a crimping device which imparts a particular con 
figuration thereto. The crimped rod is then again air 
cured, wrapped, and cut. In another embodiment, an 
additional material may be added by means either of a 
printing applicator device or a pulsating nozzle device. 

3 Claims, 19 Drawing Figures 
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APPARATUS FOR MAKING FILTER MEANS 

This application is a division of application Ser. No. 
155,705 ?led June 23, 1971 now U.S. Pat. No. 
3,703,429, which in turn is a division of application 
Ser. No. 045,109 ?led June 10, 1970, now U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,637,447 which ‘in turn is a continuation-in-part 
of application Ser. No. 727,477, ?led May 8, 1968 now 
U.S. Pat. No. ‘3,533,416 and of application Ser. No. 
820,355, ?led Apr. 30, 1969, now U.S. Pat. No. 
3,599,646 which in turn is a continuation-in-part of the 
aforementioned application Ser. ‘No. 727,477. 
This invention relates to apparatus for the production 

of ?lter means and particularly to apparatus for the 
production of tobacco smoke ?lter elements. 
Various prior art techniques are known for making 

?lters for use in connection with cigarettes, and the 
like, although the resulting products, in general, have 
one or more disadvantages. Perhaps the most impor 
tant property of a ?lter means isits efficiency, that is, 
its ability to remove undesirable constituents from to 
bacco smoke. Filtration ef?ciency is ordinarily mea 
sured in terms of the percentage of total particulate 
matter (TPM) removed from the smoke, although 
there is also some concern for the percentage of gas 
phase constitutents which a ?lter means is capable of 
removing. While ?ltration ef?ciency is perhaps the 
most important property of a cigarette ?lter means, it 
has been necessary, with prior art ?lter devices, to 
compromise the ?ltration ef?ciency in order to provide 
this ?lter with other properties, such as pressure drop, 
taste, hardness, appearance and cost, which are impor 
tant from the standpoint of acceptability. For example, 
the most commonly utilized cellulose acetate ?lter 
means has a relatively low ?ltration ef?ciency since in 
creased efficiency can only be obtained either by in 
creasing the density of the ?lter material or the length 
of the ?lter element, both of which produce a pressure 
drop across the ?lter which is excessive and unaccept 
able from a commerical standpoint. While various sug 
gestions have been made for the production of ?lter 
means which have improved ?ltering properties, such 
prior art developments have not become commercial 
either because the resultant ?lter means have been 
found to have objectionable “taste" characteristics 
whereby cigarettes provided with such ?ltering means 
fail to satisfy a large segment of the smoking public or 
because the techniques and/or the materialslutilized in 
the production of such ?lter means having increased 
the cost excessively. ‘ _ 

In any event, it is well known in the industry that 
there is no ?lter means presently on the market which 
provides relatively high ?ltration efficiency, on the 
order of 60-65 percent (TPM), without suffering from 
undesirably high manufacturing costs, poor taste, high 
pressure drop or other such commercially-unaccept 
able characteristics. The need and desirability of pro 
viding such a ?lter means is believed to be readily ap 
parent, and the invention disclosed and claimed in the 
aformentioned US. Pat. No. 3,533,416, is directed to 
this need. That invention provides a ?lter means for use 
with a cigarette, or the like, having exceptionally high 
?ltration efficiency, in many embodimentsremoving as 
much as 95 percent of the total particulate matter, 
while having an acceptable pressure drop, as well as 
satisfactory “taste,” hardness and appearance. Further, 
there is described in the aforesaid patent various tech 
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niques for the production of a ?lter means of the type 
described utilizing inexpensive materials in relatively 
small quantities, as well as simple and ef?cient proce 
dures whereby such ?lter means can be manufactured 
on a mass production basis at a cost which is acceptable 
to the industry. Accordingly, the present invention pro 
vides processing equipment which permit high speed, 
continuous production of integral products of this na 
ture without the use for handling special ba?'les or 
other extraneous elements which tend to slow down 
production rates and increase rejects due to the dif? 
culty in manipulating such small articles in a commer 
cial operation. 
A particular means for forming ?lter elements of the 

type described is described on pages 13 through 15 of 
the aforemenioned application Ser. No. 727,477 and 
such disclosure is embodied herein in its entirety by ref 
erence. The aforesaid means, described in relatively 
general terms in the aforementioned application, is the 
basic means utilized for manufacturing the novel ?lter 
of that invention. The present invention, however, is 
concerned with a more efficient improved apparatus 
for achieving the result, namely, the production of that 
novel ?lter. . 
Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present in 

vention to provide an apparatus for'making ?lters of 
the typedescribed which operates at high speed. 

It is another primary object of the present invention 
to provide an apparatus for the high speed, continuous 
production of ?lters of the type described without the 
need for handling special baffles, or other extraneous 
elements. 

It is further object of the present invention to provide 
an apparatus for making ?lters of the type described 
using a large variety of ?ltering materials. 
Consistent with the foregoing objects, it is yet an 

other object of the present invention to provide an ap 
paratus for the manufacture of ?lter means which are 
self-sustaining and self-centering, with an integral con 
struction, and with a maximum available surface area 
being presented for ?ltration of smoke passing there 
through. . 

Other objects of the present invention will either be 
set forth speci?cally hereinafter or will be obvious from 
the following detailed description. Such description 
makes reference to the annexed drawings, wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a schematic view of one embodiment of a 

means for making ?lter elements of the type described; 
FIG. 2 is an exploded vertical cross sectional view of 

means for forming a band of ?ltering material into an 
axially elongated, hollow, filtering‘ element; 
FIG. 3 is a side view of a mandrel used in conjunction 

with the means of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the mandrel support 

utilized in conjunction with the mandrel of FIG. 3 and 
the means of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the air nozzle and 

mandrel assembly containing the elements depicted in 
FIGS. 2 through 4; 
FIG. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view of ' 

a portion of a ?ltered cigarette incorporating a ?lter el 
ement manufactured according to the instant inventive 
concepts, parts being broken away and in section for 
illustrative clarity, and modi?cations of this embodi 
ment of a ?lter means according hereto being shown in 
dotted lines; I 

FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 are enlarged fragmentary perspec 
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tive views of other embodiments of the ?lter of FIG. 6; 
FIG. 10 is a partially broken away vertical elevational 

view of the crimping assembly utilized in the apparatus 
of the present invention and embodying the crimping 
wheel of FIG. 11; 
FIG. 11 is a vertical elevational view of a crimping 

wheel used in the apparatus of the present invention; 
FIG. 12 is a partial edge view of the crimping wheel 

of FIG. 11; 
FIG. 13 is a vertical sectional view, taken on line 

13—l3 of FIG. 12; 
FIG. 14 is a side view, partially broken away, of a ?l 

ter rod made in the apparatus of the present invention; 
FIG. 15 is a transverse cross sectional view, taken 

along line 15-15 of FIG. 14; 
FIG. 16 is a transverse cross sectional view, taken 

along line l6—16 of FIG. 14; 
FIG. 17 is a fragmentary schematic view of another 

embodiment of the means of the present invention; 
FIG. 18 is a fragmentary schematic view of still an 

other embodiment of the means of the present inven 
tion; and 
FIG. 19 is a fragmentary schematic view of yet an 

other embodiment of the means of the present inven 
tion. I 

Like reference characters refer to like parts through 
out the several views of the drawings. 
Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly 

to FIG. 1, a means for forming ?lter elements of the 
type described is schematically designated by the refer 
ence numeral 10. It should be noted at the outset that 
the varous stations of the apparatus are arranged in a 
single plane, but for ease of illustration, the schematic 
presentation is shown in two segments. Filtering mate‘ 
rial in band form is designated at 12. This ?ltering ma 
terial in band form comes from a bale and band form 
ing apparatus conventional in the trade which are not 
shown. The ?ltering material 12 can comprise any suit 
able substance, such as, for example, cellulose acetate 
?bers in the form of a continuous ?lamentary tow. For 
certain uses and to achieve certain ?ltering and/or ad 
sorbing and/or liquid-holding properties, the cellulose 
acetate ?bers may be mixed with other materials, such 
as, cellulose, viscose, cotton, cellulose acetate 
butyrate, cellulose propionate, activated carbon, asbes 
tos, glass ?bers, metal ?bers, wood ?bers, and the like. 
The material is preferably opened, crimped, continu 
ous ?lamentary cellulose acetate tow having about 9 
percent glycerin triacetate as a plasticizer in ?ne drop 
lets distributed upon its surface. Any suitable plasti 
cizer may be used, such materials being well known in 
the art. 
The term “continuous ?lamentary tow,” as used in 

this speci?cation and the appended claims, is intended 
to de?ne a material such as that which results when ?l 
aments extruded from a plurality of spinnerets are 
brought together and combined to form a continuous 
body of ?bers randomly oriented primarily in a longitu 
dinal direction. In such a tow, the ?laments are gener 
ally longitudinally aligned in substantially parallel ori 
entation, but include crimped portions which may form 
short sections running more or less at random in non 
parallel diverging and converging directions. 
Continuous ?lamentary tows of plasticized celllulose 

acetate ?bers as well as various other plastic materials, 
such as polyethylene, polyropylene, nylon, and the like, 
have been used heretofore in the manufacture of 
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4 
smoke ?lters for cigarettes, cigars, and the like. Al 
though the process of this invention is applicable to the 
various ?lamentary materials of this type, since plasti 
cized cellulose acetate is the most common plastic used 
in the manufacture of cigarette ?lters, the speci?cation 
hereof will be generally set forth in terms of this mate 
rial. However, it is to be understood that the instant in 
ventive concepts are not to be limited to this preferred 
embodiment. 
Generally, the ?bers of a cellulose acetate tow 

emerging from the spinneret are bunched together to 
form a “raw tow” which is collected into a bale for sub 
sequent processing. Such processing usually involves, 
in addition to unwinding of the “raw tow,” spreading 
apart of the ?bers to provide a relatively thin layer of 
the same, tensioning of the ?bers to render the crimp 
of uniform character, and impregnating the ?brous 
layer with plasticizer to bind adjacent ?ber together. 
The tow of ?ltering material 12 in band form is fed 

into a stuffer jet, or air nozzle, 14. The construction of 
the air nozzle 14 is shown in FIGS. 2 through 5. The air 
nozzle 14 comprises an outer member 16, an inner 
member 18, a mandrel 20, a mandrel support 22, and 
a retaining ring 24. The air nozzle 14 is generally 
shaped as a truncated cone, thereby having a greater 
cross-section at the entrance end 26 than at the exit 
end 28. The inner member 18 is suitably connected to 
the outer member 16 as, for example, by the threaded 
portions 30 and 32. By use of threaded portions 30 and 
32, the alignment of inner member 18 in outer member 
16 can be adjusted for a purpose which will become ap 
parent. The inner member 18 is also threaded at 34 and 
mandrel support 22 is threaded at 36. Retaining ring 24 
contains threaded portion 38 to cooperate with the 
threads 34 and 36 thereby holding mandrel support 22 
in position. The mandrel support 22 has an inner por 
tion 42 in annular relation with the outer portion 
thereof 44. Inner portion 42 of mandrel support 22 is 
supported by support portion 46. Inner portion 42 is 
suitably threaded at 48 to receive threaded portion 40 
of mandrel 20. 
Outer member 16 has a connection 50 for com 

pressed air. Wall 52 of outer member 16 and wall 54 
of inner member 18 are of such a relationship that, 
when assembled, annular space 56, as best seen in FIG. 
1, is created. The purpose of annular chamber 56 will 
become apparent from the following description. 
Returning now to FIG. 1, it will be seen that the elon 

gated band of ?ltering material 12 enters the rearward 
end 26 of air nozzle 14 passing through the mandrel 
support 22 and generally being forced, in a random 
manner, around inner portion 42 of the mandrel sup— 
port 22. The tow at this point is generally a hollow tu 
bular element which continues around mandrel 20 to 
the forward end 28 of air nozzle 14. As the tow emerges 
from the forward end 28 of air nozzle 14, it is mixed 
with air supplied through ?tting 50 and passing through 
chamber 56 to the exit, or forward, end 28 of air nozzle 
14. Adjustment of inner member 18 in outer member 
16 by means of threaded portions 30 and 32 creates a 
venturi-like opening at the exit end 28 of air nozzle 14, 
between forward end 19 of inner member 18 and for 
ward end portion 21 of outer member 16. This opening 
could range in size from fully closed to about ‘36 inch, 
but the practical limits of use, in order to obtain the de 
sired venturi e?‘ect at customary air pressures, are from 
about 0.005 to about 0.050 inch. The tow emerging 
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from the exit end 28 of air nozzle 14, mixed with air, 
“explodes” or blooms into a uniformly random fluffy 
mass 58 before passing into the ?rst curing station 60. 
Mandrel ‘20 passes through air nozzle 14 and into the 
?rst curing station 60, extending through and slightly 
beyong ?rst curing station'60. It should be noted at this 
point, that the upstanding portion 46 of vmandrel sup 
port 22 does not affect the ultimate tubular shape im 
parted to the tow since the tow comprises a plurality of 
plasticized? random ?laments which separate when 
going around that obstruction but then come together 
and, in passing through the air nozzle 14, assume the 
proper cross-section. ‘ ‘ 

The ?rst curing station 60 is a heating and shaping 
apparatus, such as that disclosed in U. S. Pat. No. 
3,095,343, issued on June 25, 1963, to Richard M. Ber 
ger. Since this apparatus is now known in the art, it 
need only be described herein in general terms,-refer 
ence being had to the aforementioned U.S. Pat. No. 
3,095,343 for details of its construction. 
The heating and shaping apparatus making up the 

?rst curing station 60 is constructed in such a way that 
the moving tow which is being formed into a generally 
rod-like formation is contacted with steam as it passes 
through a die. The application of the steam to the fila~ 
mentary tow as it is gathered together appears to result 
in softening of the tow ?bers and the plasticizer carried 
thereon, and de?nitely has the effect of uniformly 
bonding the ?bers of the tow together as they are gath 
ered. By passing the steam onto the tow under pressure 
in a con?ned area at an angle to the longitudinal axis, 
and in a direction opposite the direction of movement 
of the tow, the steam is caused to pass through the tow, 
between the ?bers and past the ?bers as they are being 
gather together. All of the ?laments and all of the plas 
ticizer are thus at least substantially uniformly heated, 
and bonding is at least substantially uniform through 
out. Thus, the steam-treating apparatus of the afore 
mentioned U.S. Pat. No. 3,095,343 produces a tubular, 
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rod-like tow which proceeds to further treatment. ' 
Using the apparatus of the present invention, however, 
with the forward end of the mandrel 20 extending into 
and through the ?rst curing station 60, the tow is con 
verted to an axially elongated, hollow element 62. 
The cured tow emerging from the first curing station 

is generally self-sustaining in shape and in cured condi 
tion. The term “cured,” as used in the art, means a tow 
obtained from a process by which the ?bers of the tow 
ar bonded to adjacent ?bers after the ?bers have been 
gathered into a rod-like structure. The cured tow 62 
then passes to a second curing station 64 wherein dry 
air is passed onto the tow and through the tow to set the 
?ber components and plasticizer components of the 
tow so that is has complete dimensional stability with 
out excess sti?‘ness or fiber ?rsion. Preferably, the air 
which is passed onto the tow at the second curing sta 
tion 64 is perfectly dry, has a temperature of 90° F. or 
below, and is maintained under a pressure of between 
15 and 100 p.s.i.g. Moreover, for optimum results, the 
air should be passed onto the tow counter-current 
thereto and at an angle of substantially 45° to the longi 
tudinal axis of the tow, in much the same way as the 

I steam contacts the tow in the ?rst curing station 69. A 
suitable apparatus for air-treating the tow at the second 
curing station 64 is described in detail in the aforemen 
tioned U. S. Pat. No. 3,095,343. The air inlet to the sec 
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0nd curing station 64 is indicated at 66, while the steam 
inlet to the ?rst curing station 60 is indicated at 68. 
After leaving the second curing station 64, the tow 62 

passes to a pulling device generally designated by the 
numeral 70. The pulling device 70 can be any conven 
tional device for applying motive power to the continu 
ous ?lter rod 62 to move the same through the appara 
tus. As depicted in FIG. l, the pulling device could be 
a conventional overwrap garniture with an endless belt 
72 imparting a pulling movement to the tow 62. The 
belt 72 is driven by drive means schematically shown 
as 74. 

Before continuing with the description of the appara 
tus of the present invention, it would be helpful to be 
come familiar with the construction and advantages of 
the inventive ?lter means described and claimed in the 
aforementioned U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,533,416 and 
3,599,646. To this end, attention‘ is directed to FIGS. 
6 through 9, wherein a portion of a ?lter ciagarette is 
designated generally by the reference numeral 76 and 
comprises basically a tobacco portion 78 and a ?lter 
portion 80. The tobacco portion 78 comprises a rod of 
tobacco 82 overwrapped with paper, or the like, 84, as 
usual. The ?lter portion 80, in the embodiment shown 
in FIG. 6, comprises one form of ?lter element accord 
ing to the invention of the aforementioned patents des 
ignated generally by the reference numeral 86 and se 
cured in end-to-end relationship with one end of the to 
bacco portion 78 as by a tipping overwrap 88. 
The ?lter element 86 includes basically an axially 

elongated, hollow, outer member 90 and an axially 
elongated, hollow, inner member 92 disposed within 
the outer member 90. In this embodiment, the outer 
member 90 is shown as a cylinder of ordinary “plug” 
wrap as is conventionally used in the manufacture of 
?lter elements for cigarettes, although this member 
may be formed of plastic or other materials, if desired. 
The inner member 92 is that element with which we 

are primarily concerned in the steps thus far described 
in the method and apparatus of the instant invention. 
That is what may be called a “tube” formed primarily 
of any one, or a combination of various, ?ltering media, 
as already described hereinabove. One end portion 94 
is cylindrical providing peripheral portions of the outer 
surface of the inner member 92, limited in axial extent 
which are juxtaposed to portions of the inner surface of 
the outer member 90 to at least substantially preclude 
axial passage of smoke across the area therebetween. 
Any desired adhesive means (not shown) may be in~ 
cluded in this area to providela smoke-tight seal, al 
though the outer member 90 may merely be over 
wrapped about the inner member 92 to provide a sub 
stantially smoke-tight seal in this area. The important 
characteristic of this area is that smoke will pass 
through portions of the ?ltering material of the inner 

> member 92 as explained hereinafter before by-passing 

60 

65 

the‘ inner member across this area. 
It will be noted that the major portions of the outer 

surface of the inner member 92 are spaced from the 
inner surface of the outer member 90 to de?ne first 
elongated, high surface area, cavity means 96 therebe 
tween, this cavity means including the area surrounding 
the end of the inner member 92‘ spaced from the sealed 
area at 98 particularly if this end of the inner member 
is apced inwardly (not shown) from the corresponding 
end of the outer member 90. ‘ 
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First integral portions 100 of the inner member 92 
de?ne a ?rst area which extends across the interior of 
the inner member 92 and which offers at least as much 
resistance to passage of smoke as the ?ltering material 
from which the inner member 92 is primarily formed. 
These ?rst portions 100, in the embodiment of FIG. 6, 
are de?ned by the end of the inner member 92 remote 
from the sealed area at 94 being crimped and prefera 
bly sealed in a manner to be described in more detail 
hereinafter. In this manner, the use of a separate baf?e 
or closing element is avoided. Basically, these ?rst por 
tions 100 preclude preferred entry of the smoke from 
the tobacco portions 78 into the interior of the inner 
member 92 through this end of the inner member 92 
and insure that the smoke will pass more uniformly 
through the ?ltering material of the inner member 92 
from the ?rst cavity means 96. As will be seen in FIG. 
6, the ?rst portions 100 in that embodiment are 
crimped to form a generally S- or Z-shaped cross 
section, the laterally terminal edges 102 of which con 
tact the inner surface of the outer member 90 to assist 
in centering the inner member 92 within the outer 
member 90 and in de?ning the ?rst cavity means 96. In 
the preferred embodiment, only these laterally terminal 
edges 102 and the aforementioned peripheral portions 
94 of the inner member 92 contact the outer member 
90, the remainder of the outer surface of the inner 
member 92 being spaced from the inner surface of the 
outer member 90, thereby utilizing the maximum avail 
able surface area for ?ltration. 
Alternative forms of crimping are shown in FIGS. 7, 

8 and 9. The support given to the outer member 90 by 
the Y-shaped or cruciform ribs shown in FIGS. 7 and 
8 is better than that given by the simpler “S” or “Z” 
crimp shown in FIG. 6. In FIG. 9, a further alternative 
form of inner member 92 is shown. In this embodiment, 
the walls of member 92 are crimped so as to leave ribs 
which are arranged helically around the longitudinal 
axis of the member 92. By this means, good support is 
given to the outer member 90 and the cross-section of 
the latter may, when it is made of thin materials, be 
kept substantially circular. 
Returning to FIG. 6, second portions 98 of inner 

member 92 de?ne a second area extending across the 
interior of the inner member 92 which offers less resis 
tance to passage of smoke than the sealed area at 94. 
These second portions 98 may merely be the inner sur 
face of the end portion of the inner member 92 remote 
from the ?rst portions 100 and the second portions 98 
de?ne second elongated, high surface area, cavity 
means 104. Thus, it will be seen that smoke passing 
through the ?lter element between opposite ends 
thereof must travel through both the ?rst cavity means 
96 and the second cavity means 104 and must pass 
through the ?ltering material from which the inner 
member 92 is primarily formed. This construction pro 
vides an extremely high surface area for contact be 
tween the ?ltering material and the smoke, on the 
order of seven times or more than the surface area 
presented by the end portion of a conventional cellu 
lose acetate ?lter. Yet, the construction of this ?lter, as 
will be readily recognized, provides substantially less 
pressure drop than a conventional cellulose acetate ?l 
ter means of the same length. In this manner, extremely 
high ?ltration efficiency will be provided by the ?lter 
means without encountering any dif?culty with respect 
to pressure drop. 
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8 
Since the pressure drop of a filter means as herein 

above described is quite low, it is possible to secure a 
plug or disc 106 of cellulose acetate or any other de 
sired material within the open end of the inner member 
92, as shown in dotted lines in FIG. 6. This disc 106 
then serves as the aforementioned “second portions” 
of the inner member 92 and may be included, if de 
sired, to merely provide the ?lter element 86 with the 
appearance of a solid plug. Furhter, the disc 106 may 
be utilized to increase the pressure drop of the ?lter 
means 86 with particular “taste" characteristics or to 
enhance the physical characteristics of the ?ltering ma 
terial from which the inner member 92 is primarily 
formed by ?ltering out certain constituents of the 
smoke which would otherwise pass through the ?lter 
means 86. Finally, the disc 106 serves to provide a sec 
ond cavity means 104. For example, this additional 
smoke-modifying material 108 may be a quantity of 
loose sorbent material in particulate form such as acti 
vated carbon, silica gel, or other adsorbents which en 
hances the vapor phase ?ltration efficiency of a ?lter 
means as hereinabove described. It should be under 
stood that this disc 106 is not necessary to the ?lter 
and, in fact, is ordinarily not utilized since it necessi 
tates handling an additional element. However, for spe 
cial effects, it may be included, if desired. Furthermore, 
the cavity 104 may be closed by a plug 110 shown by 
dotted lines. Additionally, in the preferred embodiment 
shown in FIG. 7, an additional series of crimps or fur 
ther integral peripheral portions 112 extending around 
a peripheral portion of the inner element 92 is pro 
vided. This insures the proper passage of the smoke 
through the ?lter. 
Returning now to FIG. 1, when the tow, or tube, 62 

which will be used to make the inner portion 92 of the 
?lter, leaves the pulling device 70, it passes into a third 
curing station 114 which is a steam jet quite similar to 
that used in ?rst curing station 60 with several minor 
modi?cations which will be apparent to one skilled in 
the art. Steam enters third curing station 114 through 
inlet 116 and passes through and around the tow 62 as 
it moves through the steam jet. Unlike the ?rst curing 
station 60, however, the steam in third curing station 
114 need not necessarily run counter-?ow to the tow, 
but may actually pass co-currently with the same. In 
fact, in a preferred embodiment, the steam runs with 
the tow rather. than counter to the same in third curing 
station 114. According to the concepts of the instant 
invention, this second steam treatment is an important 
preconditioning of the rod in order to prepare the same 
for the crimping operation to be performed in crimping 
station 118. The crimping could be performed without 
this preconditioning, but the amount of heat and pres 
sure which would be necessary renders such a step less 
desirable. It has been found that when the tow is pre 
conditioned in third curing station 114, the crimping 
can be done extremely easily. The crimping station 
118, of course, will impart the desired con?guration to 
the rod, as shown in FIGS. 6 through 9. 
For a further understanding of crimping means 118, 

attention is directed to FIG. 10 wherein crimping 
means 118 is shown in more detail in elevational view, 
looking at the device from the rear, or inlet end. The 
housing 120 is partially broken away for ease of illus 
tration. The preconditioned rod 62 coming from the 
third curing station 114 enters crimping means 118 at 
122. In passing through crimping means 118, the rod is 
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intermittently contacted by crimping wheels 124. 
Crimping wheels 124 are arranged in two pairs of op 
posed wheels. The crimping wheels 124, which will be 
described more fully hereinafter, are driven by conven 
tional means, such as bevel gears 126 which are ‘inter-, 
connected by shafts 128 which, in turn, are powered by 
an external power source (not shown) 'through drive 
means 130. The crimping wheels 124 are mounted, 
through the shafts 128, in heater blocks 132 which also 
act as bearing supports. The heater blocks 132 carry a 
cartridge-type heater (not shown) and, accordingly, 
heat the crimping wheels 124. 
As can be seen from FlGS. 11 through 13, crimping 

wheel 124 comprises a plurality of axially projecting 
‘ ?rst embossing portions 134 circumferentially spaced 
around the periphery of the wheel. A plurality of trans 
verse grooves 136 are also arranged at spaced intervals 

_ around the periphery of the wheel 124, alternating with 
the‘ ?rst embossing portions 134. Second embossing 
portions 138 extend circumferentially around the pe 
riphery of the embossing wheel 124 between ?rst em 
bossing portions 134 and transverse grooves 136. Sec 
ond embossing portions 138 include a pair of circum 
ferential grooves, or valleys, 139 and a plurality ‘of 
raised portions, or lands, 141. 
Keeping in mind the description of the ?lter means 

in FIGS. 6 and 7, and turning momentarily to FIGS. 14, 
15 and 16, it will be seen that the tow 140 emerging 
from crimping means 118 comprises a continuous tube 
crimped at spaced intervals in such a manner that when 
out apart, it will provide a plurality of inner members 
92 of ?lter elements 86. First integral portions 100 of 
the inner members 92 are produced by the ?rstem 
bossing surfaces 134 of the crimping wheels 124. The 
additional series of crimps 1 12 are produced by second 
embossing surfaces 138. The peripheral unembossed 
areas 142 are the result of the transverse grooves 136. 
Since the rod 62 is a hollow tube, the crimped rod 140 
retains the hollow con?guration in those areas which 
have not been compressed by crimping means 118. 
This hollow con?guration is shown in FIG. 16 wherein 
the cavity 144 appears. _ . I, 

Returning once againto FIG. 1, the crimped rod 140 
emerging from crimping means 118 passes to fourth 
curing station 146. Fourth curing station 146 is an air 
jet similar to second curing station 64 having air sup 
plied thereto through connection 148. This ?nal curing 
stage sets the crimped rod 140 into its ?nal shape. The 
rod 140 of crimped inner elements 92'is then over 
wrapped, for example, with a sheet of ordinary “plug” 
wrap, such as shown at 150, by -passing the crimped 
rod 140 and the plug wrap 150 through a means 154 
which is a conventional overwrap- garniture, with the 
assistance of an endless belt 156. The plug wrap 150 
forms an axially elongated hollow outer element 90, the 
lateral edges of which may be secured together to form 
a longitudinal butt seam, or a longitudinal lapped seam, 

10 
elements. The segments may then be associated with a 
pair of tobacco portions and overwrapped with a tip 
ping paper before further subdividing the same to form 
two ?ltered cigarettes, each including a single ?lter ele 
ment of the type shown, for example, in FIG. 6. 
The foregoing detailed description of the present in 

vention is drawn to the preferred embodiment thereof. 
In an alternate form of that embodiment, there is pro 
videdan apparatus for making a ?lter of the type de 
scribed, which ?lter further includes a section carrying 
an additional material capable of providing a required 

~ ?ltering or other effect upon tobacco smoke and uni 
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as is well known, sealing means 158 being shown for i 
this purpose. 1 

The continuous rod 160 of overwrapped combined 
inner and outer elements 90 and 92 may then be cut in 
any conventional manner, as by means schematically 
shown at 162, to provide a plurality of segments 164. 
For convenience in handling, each segment 164 may 
initially include four ?lter elements, the segments being 
?rst further subdivided, as shown by the dotted lines 
168 in FIG. 14 to provide segments including two ?lter 
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tary with a section without such a material. This addi 
tional material capable of having a ?ltering or other re 
quired effect upon tobacoo smoke can be, prior to its 
application to the above-described ?lter means, in par 
ticulate, liquid or suspended state. Accordingly, means 
are provided in an alternate embodiment of the present 
invention for applying such additional material to the 
?lter means. The additional material, as already ex 
plained, can be any material capable of providing 'a re 
quired ?ltering or other effect upon tobacco smoke, 
and is preferably ?nely divided activated charcoal. A 
method and means of applying such a material is dis 
closed and claimed in U. S. Pat. No. 3,371,000, which 
issued on Feb. 27, 1968. Reference is now had to FIG. 

' 17 and 18 wherein the additional steps and apparatus 
according to one variation of this embodiment are de 

‘ scribed. As the rod leaves the pulling device 70, and 
prior to entering third curing station 114, it passes 
through an applicator device 170. Applicator device 
No. 170 comprises an applicator roll 172, a pressure 
roll 174, a fountain roll 176, a further fountain roll 178, 
a doctor roll 1811 and a trough 182. The trough 182 
contains slurry to be applied to the ?lter. The fountain 
roll 176 dips into the slurry in the trough 182 at its low 
est part and is in surface contact with the further foun 
tain ‘roll 178, which in turn is in surface contact with 
the applicator roller 172. The doctor roll 180 is so dis 
posed as to doctor, or metei, the amount of slurry car 
ried ‘round by the roll 176 to be, ultimately, transferred 
to the applicator roller 172. The applicator roller 172 
comprises a plurality of surfaces 1 separated from 
one another by axially directed valleys 186. The sur 
faces 1 conform to an imaginary cylinder coaxial 
with the roller. 172. Each surface t1 may have an 
acruate length equal to whatever length of “stripe" of 
the additonal material itfis desired to “print” onto the 
?lter means. Additionally, the surfaces 1 may be sep 
arated fromone another by any desired arcuate length. 
The pressure 5011 1'74 serves to press the rod 62 into 
contact ,with the surfaces 1. The rod 62 passes into 
and through applicator device 170 on endless belt 188 
which is entrained about two rollers 190 and 192. The 
rod 62 passes between the nip of roller 192 and roller 
194 as it enters onto endless belt 

In FIG. 18, applicator device 1711 also comprises ap 
plicator roll 172, pressure roll 174, fountain roll 176, 
further fountain roll 178, doctor roll 1811 and trough 
182. The endless belt and its accompanying drive rol 
lers are not used in this embodiment, the rod 62 merely 
passing between applicator roller 172 and pressure roll 
174. In ‘both FIGS. 17 and 18, it can be seen that as the 
rod 62 leaves the applicator device 170, it passes into 
third curing station 114 where it is again cured with 
steam before entering crimping means 118. This curing 
additionally serves to “set” the stripe of activated car 
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bon where it has been printed on the rod 62. It is addi 
tionally apparent that the length of the printed stripe of 
activated carbon is determined by the size of the ?lter, 
the unprinted areas being those areas wherein the plu 
rality of filters will be cut apart. 

In another variation of this embodiment, the slurry of 
additional material, such as activated carbon, or ?nely 
divided additional material, such as activated carbon 
alone or in combination with a suitable resin, such as 
those disclosed in U. S. Pat. No. 3,217,715, granted to 
Richard M. Berger, et al., on Nov. 16, 1965, or other 
additive, is applied to the hollow inner portion 144 (as 
shown in FIG. 16) of the tow 62 at the ?rst curing sta 
tion 60. This is done by providing a mandrel 20a which 
is hollow, as indicated by the broken lines 196. The hol 
low mandrel 20a is fed, at its rear or inlet end, with the 
additional material from a reservoir 198. The addi 
tional material is ejected from the hollow mandrel 20a 
at its forward end, in the neighborhood of ?rst curing 
station 60, to deposit the additional material in the hol 
low tube 62. The additional material is injected in this 
manner by means of a pulsating feed to the mandrel. 
The mandrel 20a, in effect, serves as a pulsating nozzle. 
The pulsating feed from reservoir 198 to hollow man 
drel 20a is accomplished by known means which need 
not be herein described. 

It will, at this point, be apparent to one skilled in the 
art that the various steps in the apparatus of the present 
invention must be carefully coordinated to insure a 
properly made and uniform product. For this reason, 
the driving means of pulling device 70, crimping device 
118, and cutting device 162 are separately driven and 
synchronized using known synchronization means, or, 
preferably, driven by a single driving means through a 
drive train, including belts, and pulleys, and gears, so 
as to insure perfect synchronization of all moving parts, 
so that uniform manufacture will be achieved. Further 
more, in the embodiments of FIG. 17 and 18, the drive 
means thereof are also synchronized with the other sta 
tions of the apparatus. By the same token, in the em~ 
bodiment of FIG. 19, the pulsating feed of the addi 
tional material is so controlled and synchronized with 
the other stations of the inventive apparatus that de 
posit of the additional material is controlled in a proper 
manner. 

Having now described the apparatus of the present 
invention and having set forth various advantages 
thereof, it should be apparent that the objects set forth 
at the outset of this speci?cation have been successfully 
achieved. While this invention has been described with 
reference to presently preferred exemplary embodi 
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12 
ments thereof, it should be clearly understood that the 
invention is not limited thereto but may be variously 
practiced within the scope of the following claims. 
We claim: 
1. A stuffer jet assembly comprising 
a. an outer member having an entrance end and an 

exit end and including a generally conical inner 
surface portion intermediate said ends and a gener 
ally cylindrical inner surface portion juxtaposed to 
said exit end; 

b. an inner member having an entrance end and an 
exit end and including a generally conical external 
surface portion juxtaposed to said exit end and a 
generally conical internal surface extending from 
said entrance end to said exit end; 
means securing said inner member within said 
outer member with said conical external surface 
portion of said inner member spaced from said 
conical internal surface portion of said outer mem 
ber to de?ne an annular chamber therebetween, 
said chamber including an annular opening de?ned 
between said inner and outer members at the exit 
ends of said conical outer and inner surface por 
tions thereof, respectively, said means securing 
said inner member within said outer member being 
adjustable axially, whereby the size of said annular 
opening may be varied; 

d. passageway means de?ned in said outer member 
and communicating with said annular chamber to 
permit ?uid under pressure to be fed into said an 
nular chamber; and 
a mandrel support means secured to said inner 
member adjacent said entrance end thereof, said 
mandrel support means including a mandrel sup 
port element disposed centrally thereof, and an 
elongated mandrel means carried within said man 
drel support element and extending axially through 
said inner and outer members to a point beyond 
exit ends thereof, said mandrel means including an 
outer surface poru'on maintained by said mandrel 
support element in spaced relationship to the inner 
surfaces of said inner and outer members. 

2. A stuffer jet assembly according to claim 1 
wherein said means securing said inner member within 
said outer member include cooperating, generally cy 
lindrical, threaded means de?ned on the exterior of 
said inner member and on the interior of said outer 
member adjacent said entrance ends of each. 

3. A stu?‘er jet assembly according to claim 1 
wherein said mandrel means is hollow. 

* * * * * 


